▪ Figure S1 : B-factors and assignments plotted on the structure of 1G6Y, on the sequence and on the primary structure.
: Chemical shift list of the doubled peaks in Ure2p7
▪ Table S2 : Experimental parameters of the solid-state NMR spectra -./0,1234!2567.1895:!9,2-,.13/7!0:1,;17,.-!3456-19297!6754965,: ;!3.<;7,2:=-!2.5:,,3,97!8//8-0.76,!,=2;;,5;>2!>:75=,11>0!2.356<: Figure S3 : Number of spin systems of a given type which are not sequentially assigned in our work (in grey) compared to the number of spin systems indentified in the NCACB and CCC spectra but not sequentially assigned (black). Spin systems that can be assigned to a specific amino-acid residue are labeled correspondingly. The remaining spin systems were classified into two groups based on the Cβ chemical shift given to the right of the figure. The number of Glycines could not be quantified due to spectral overlap. δ ! " #! $"%"&&' δ ! " #! $"%"&&' δ2 13 C / ppm Figure S5 : Assignment of the doubled sequence Thr196 -Leu200. All strips show an overlay of a NCACB spectrum (red for negative, orange for positive contours), a N(CO)CACB spectrum (blue for negative, light blue for positive contours) and a CAN(CO)CA spectrum (in green). Table S2 : Experimental parameters of the solid-state NMR spectra. Pulse sequences are given in (Schuetz et al. 2010 ) DREAM, DARR and MIRROR transfer mechanisms are detailed in (Verel et al. 2001 ), (Takegoshi et al. 2001 ) and (Scholz et al. 2008) 
